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Kt-Jets and Jet Structure
and Fragmentation at the Tevatron

Andrew Beretvas�

� Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia Illinois 60510

Abstract. k? algorithms are now used by both D� and CDF to study jets. A
preliminary study of jet structure for data taken by D� and CDF during run
I (92-95) is presented. D� has measured the jet mass as a function of jet pT.
The CDF measurement of inclusive charged particle momentum distributions is
in agreement with the Modi�ed Leading Log Approximation (MLLA).

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, I report on four jet analyses done at the Tevatron. The data
were taken by D� and CDF in run I (1992-95). D� has measured the average
number of subjets as a function of the resolution variable (ycut) [1]. For ycut =
0.01, the radial subjet ET ow is found as a function of �R around the jet axis.
In the second analysis, CDF has found that the subjet radius for high ET jets
decreases as the subjet momentum increases. In the third analysis, jet mass is

measured as a function of jet pT for inclusive central jets [2]. This analysis was
done by D� using a k? algorithm. In the last analysis, the inclusivemomentum
distribution of charged particles in jets is measured using the CDF detector.
EJet� scaling is observed in agreement with the MLLA [3].

SUBJET STRUCTURE OF JETS AT D�

D� has used a k? algorithm to de�ne jets [4]. Inclusive jets were recon-
structed by preclustering calorimeter cells within a radius of 0.2 in ��� space.
In the k? algorithm, all 4-vectors in the event are merged together successively

starting with the pair with the smallest relative pT, stopping when no pair is
within a distance D = 1.0 in � � � space. The remaining 4-vectors are called
jets. To resolve subjets within a jet, the algorithm is rerun on all 4-vectors
within the jet. Merging stops when all 4-vectors pairs (i,j) have

di;j = min(E2
T;i;E

2
T;j)(��2i;j +��2i;j) > ycutE

2
T;jet (1)
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The resolution parameter ycut de�nes the minimum relative transverse mo-
mentum between subjets inside the jet. In this analysis central jets are used
(j � j < 0.5) with 275 < Ejet

T < 350 GeV. Figure 1 shows that Nsub increases by

� 70% as ycut is decreased three orders of magnitude. The number of subjets
is about 1.25 for ycut = 0.01. Using this value of ycut, D� �nds for jets with
two subjets, it is most likely that one subjet near the jet axis carries most of
the jet ET near the jet axis, and the second subjet is much softer and further
from the jet axis. For this same ycut the radial distribution of subjet energy
ow is in good agreement with HERWIG.

FIGURE 1. Average number of subjets per central high ET jet vs. resolution variable

ycut. The error bar are statistical, and the �1 � systematic error band is an estimate of the

e�ects of multiple interactions and energy scale correction error, added in quadrature.

SUBJETS AT CDF

Perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics predicts di�erential inclusive-jet
and multi-jet cross sections by identifying hard �nal state partons with the

energy ow in real events. A comparison of the internal properties of high-
ET jets with parton shower Monte Carlo predictions tests the physical ideas
embodied in the evolution of the parton shower and the hadronization model.
A set of high ET (corrected ET > 140 GeV) central jets (0.1 < j � j < 0.5)
are selected for this analysis. The jets are found using a cone algorithm with
radius 0.7 in � � � space. The charged tracks are clustered into subjets using
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a k? algorithm. Fig. 2 shows the collimation of these high-ET subjets as a
function of the transverse momentum of the subjets. The width of subjets is
de�ned as

rRMS �
1

n

vuut
nX
i=1

(�i � �)2 + (�i � �)2 (2)

where n is the number of charged tracks in the subjet. The decrease in the
subjet width as a function of subjet momentum is reproduced by HERWIG

(5.6).

FIGURE 2. Subjet RMS radius versus subjet pSUBT (relative to the beam) for jets of Ejet
T

> 140 GeV/c2.

JET MASS MEASUREMENT AT D�

The jet cone algorithm has known problems with jet overlap. The k? al-
gorithm is more tractable theoretically. It is also possible that the k? algorithm

will allow one to study physics which is not modeled in next-to-leading-order
theory. Thus, the present analysis of jet mass as a function of jet pT is done
using a k? algorithm. Much e�ort has gone into correctly modeling showers
and noise in the calorimeter.
The jet mass is de�ned in terms of the energy and momentum measured in

the calorimeter
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m=
q
E2 � p2 (3)

In the case of jets with E? evenly distributed in (�,�) space with a two-
dimensional Gaussian energy density distribution, one expects

m �
p
2 pT � (4)

where � = �� = ��. The result, shown in Fig. 3, should not depend on which
jet is used in a multijet event (The jets are selected to be free of trigger biases).
A small di�erence was found between the leading jet (for pT between 50 and
75 GeV/c) and the other jets in the event. The systematic error is dominated
by the above e�ect, but is still small (less than 2%). The mass versus pT is
correctly predicted by HERWIG except at the lowest pT's.
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FIGURE 3. Jet mass as a function of pT. The error bars are statistical. (a) Shows the

mass vs. pT curve for both data with all known corrections compared with HERWIG,

without underlying event. (b) Shows the (data-theory)/theory. The bottom band denotes

the systematic error.

INCLUSIVE CHARGED PARTICLE MOMENTUM

DISTRIBUTIONS AT CDF

Inclusive charge particle momentum distributions have been measured at
CDF. An analytic formula to describe these distributions has been derived in
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the framework of the Modi�ed Leading Log Approximation. The important
ideas are the angle ordering (partons can not be radiated at angles exceeding
the angle of the proceeding emission) and that emission terms that contain both

collinear and soft divergences can be summed. The data sample which consists
of about 190,000 events is divided into 45 subsamples. These 45 subsamples
contain 9 di�erent dijet mass ranges from a low of 72 < MJJ < 95 GeV/c2

to a high of 570 < MJJ < 740 GeV/c2, and 5 di�erent opening angles (�cone
= 0.168, 0.217, 0.280, 0.361, and 0.466). A typical sample consists of events
where the dijet mass is in the range 340 < MJJ < 440 GeV/c2 and all tracks
are contained within a cone of opening angle � = 0.466. The opening angles
are relative to the jet axes. The data is �t with a analytic formula that contains
two parameters Qe� and const. Qe� is the cuto� scale, and const is the number

of hadrons to the number of �nal partons. For the typical curve ( 1

Nevents

dNtrack

d�
)

versus � = ln(Ejet/ptrack) we obtain Qe� = 234 � 2 (stat) � 20 (syst) MeV,
const = 0.538 � 0.002 (stat) � 0:080

0:040 (syst), with a �2/D.F. = 85.2/56 = 1.52.

FIGURE 4. Evolution of inclusive momentum distributions with opening angle varying

from 0.168 to 0.466. Fits are done according to the MLLA Limiting Spectrum.

Figure 4 shows the MLLA �ts for �ve di�erent opening angle cuts for a �xed
dijet mass. Fits to the di�erent subsets yield values almost identical to that
of the typical sample. However, for a given dijet mass as the opening angle
increases the peak of the curve shifts towards higher values of �. Figure 5
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shows the peak position as a function of MJJ �. The data plotted show our
data and points from TASSO, OPAL and ALEPH. Points from all 9 of the
dijet mass ranges are plotted, showing scaling.

FIGURE 5. Evolution of the peak position vs. MJJ�. One can see that EJet scaling is

observed. Fit is done according to the MLLA prediction.
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